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“Without miracles, we might come to believe that the laws of physics define
reality. Once we witness the inexplicable, we see that there is a higher reality.
And then we look back at physics and say, ‘This too is a miracle.’
The miracle of a small flask of oil burning for eight days was this sort of miracle.
Then there are those small miracles that occur every day. Those acts of
synchronicity we call “coincidence,” because in them G-d prefers to remain
anonymous. But when we open our eyes and hearts, we see there is truly no
place void of this wondrous, unlimited G-d. These were the sort of miracles
the Maccabees saw in their battles against the mighty Greek army.”

LETTER FROM THE RABBI

Based on a letter from The Lubavitcher Rebbe
Rabbi M.M. Schneerson, O.B.M.

My Dear Friends,
They tell us our future is bleak. The Pew Research Center’s recent study
claims there to be a rise in those who are not religious, marry outside the
faith and are not raising their children Jewish. It’s a numbers game, and the
stats are against us. It’s time to panic.
Or is it?
We’ve faced impossible odds before. Look at the Maccabees of old: they faced a Greek army
that was bigger, mightier and far more advanced. They fought anyway. They won.
The Maccabees returned to the Temple, only to find a scene of destruction and dereliction.
Faced with the defilement of everything they held sacred, they lit the Menorah with a spark of
faith and belief.
The light prevailed.
You see, the Greeks were stronger physically, but the Maccabees stronger spiritually. In 1930,
the previous Lubavitcher Rebbe visited Detroit and was interviewed by a JTA correspondent.
Asked about the threat of assimilation and whether it was on the rise, “Things spiritual cannot
be judged by numbers,” he said. “In matters physical, numerical strength is a factor. But not
in the spirit.” The spiritual strength in the performance of a single mitzvah is superior to any
power that may threaten Jewish continuity.
Darkness has always been prevalent throughout Jewish history. Whether the threat is the ancient
Greeks, the Babylonians, the Soviets or American assimilation; the key is to add light. The
Rebbe OBM says, “Darkness is not chased away by brooms and sticks, but by illumination.”
The light starts within - in your own life, in your own home, with your own family. But it also
spreads outside with displays of Jewish pride.
That’s why on Chanukah we light the Menorah at home, and make sure those on the outside
can see it. It’s also why we are calling on volunteers to become “Macca-Ds”: to take our
Jewish pride, give it a voice, and share with all in a public square. Help us bring the Menorah’s
warmth, light and message of hope to all. Whether you live in the burbs or in the “D” - let us
come together, and show our commitment and dedication to our rich and eternal heritage.
Chanukah is a perfect time to infuse our community with the bright spiritual light and warmth
of the tiny flames that truly can dispel a lot of darkness.
Wishing you and your family a joyous, meaningful and memorable Chanukah, and we look
forward to seeing you “in the D”.
My wife and family join me in wishing you and yours a warm, joyous and meaningful Chanukah.
Warm regards,

Rabbi Kasriel Shemtov
Spiritual Director
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26000 American Drive
Southfield, MI 48034
ph: (248) 357-1100 fx: (248) 372-2323

www.detroitsouthfield.hgi.com

Hilton Garden Inn Detroit/Southfield
wants to wish you a Sweet Holiday Season
• Conveniently located off I-696, near Northwestern & Telegraph
• Indoor pool, spa and fitness center
• 4,500 sq. ft. ballroom, can accomodate up to 300 guests
(Full onsite catering available)
Complete line of Tempur-Pedic® Products

Zero Gravity Recliners

• We allow off-premise Kosher catering!

Ergonomic Ofﬁce Chairs

Specializing in:
Cervical Pillows - Sleep Wedges - Massage Chairs
Massage Products - Lift Chairs - Travel Comfort

Weddings • Mitzvahs • Showers • Private Parties

Bloomfield Hills 6566A Telegraph Rd. 248.865.3380

www.relaxthebackbloomfi
eld.com
www.relaxtheback.com

Over 30 Years Experience

On Maple between Haggerty & M5 ● DwyerSubaru.com

31122 W. 8 Mile Road Farmington
Hills, MI 48336
West of Middlebelt Rd. Visit Our Showroom

248.615.7788
800.974.4164
Visit Us At: www.deletdoor.com

Garage Doors & Electric Openers
Sales & Service •

Entry Doors & Door Walls

Experience the Enduring
Joy of Collecting Art
For over 43 years Park West Gallery® has
On Maple
introduced more than one million
people
to the joy of collecting art. We make art
approachable by combining an enriching
collecting experience with art education
and enjoyment.
Park West® offers fine art through our gallery,
online and at entertaining, exciting art
auctions held in major metropolitan areas
and on cruise ships worldwide.
Every work of art purchased comes with
a certificate of authenticity backed by
Park West’s unrivaled customer satisfaction
guarantee.

29469 Northwestern • Southfield, MI 48034
www.parkwestgallery.com
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What a Flame
Says About You
bASED oN THE WoRkS oF THE LUbAVITCHER REbbE

F

ew sights are as warming to the
soul as the sight of a burning flame.
Though a physical phenomenon, the
flame—luminous, pure, ethereal—is
everything the physical is not; hence its appeal
to man, a spiritual being entrapped in a material world. But the flame is more than a symbol
of spirituality. The flame is our own mirror, in
which we see reflected the strivings of our deepest self. In the words of the Proverbist, “The
soul of man is a lamp of G-d.”
The flame surges upwards, as if to tear free
from the wick and lose itself in the great ex
expanses of energy that gird the heavens. But even
as it strains heavenward, the flame is already
pulling back, tightening its grip on the wick
and drinking thirstily of the oil in the lamp—
oil that sustains its continued existence as an
individual flame. And it is this tension of conflicting energies, this vacillation from being to
dissolution and back again, that produces light.
We, too, yearn for transcendence, yearn to
tear free of the entanglements of material life

and achieve a self-nullifying reunion with our
Creator and Source. At the same time, how
however, we are also driven by a will to be, a will to
live a physical life and make our mark upon a
physical world. In the lamp of G-d that is man,
these polar drives converge in a flame that illuminates its surroundings with a G-dly light.
Every mitzvah is oil for the soul. With every
act that constitutes a fulfillment of the divine
will, our lives are rendered into burning lamps,
alight with a flame that vacillate from heaven
to earth and back again, illuminating the world
in the process.
Every mitzvah generates light—whether it
involves giving a coin to charity, binding tefillin on our arms and heads, or eating matzah on
Passover. Certain mitzvot, however, not only
transform us into metaphorical lamps, but also
assume the actual form of a lamp. A real, physical lamp, with physical oil, a physical wick, and
a physical flame that produces physical light.
Thus we have the mitzvah to kindle the menorah in the Holy Temple and produce a literal

representation of the divine light that emanated
from there to the entire world.
Every Friday evening, the Jewish woman invites the light of Shabbat into her home by kindling the Shabbat candles—another mitzvah
whose function is reflected in its form.
And once a year comes Chanukah, the festival of lights. For eight days, a nightly growing
number of flames are kindled in the doorways
and windows of our homes, so that the light
generated by our lives as “lamps of G-d” should
spill outdoors and illuminate the street.

LIGHT IN THREE
HREE DImENSIoNS
“A mitzvah is a lamp,” says King Solomon
in Proverbs, “and Torah, light.” Light is a
metaphor for Torah, and light, too, assumes
these three forms: light as a tool of life, light as
a means of connection to a higher place, and
light as light.
These three states of light are illustrated
by three mitzvot observed by the kindling of
lights: the lighting of Shabbat candles, the
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“A mitzvah is a lamp,” says
King Solomon in Proverbs,
“and Torah, light.” Light is a
metaphor for Torah, and light,
too, assumes these three
forms: light as a tool of life,
light as a means of connection to a higher place, and
light as light.

lighting of the menorah in the Holy Temple,
and the kindling of the Chanukah lights.
The purpose of the Shabbat candles is shalom bayit, “peace in the home”—to create a
pleasant and tranquil atmosphere in the home
in honor of Shabbat. Thus Maimonides rules:
“If a person has [only enough money for] either
a candle for his home or [wine or bread] for kiddush, a candle for the home comes first, for the
sake of peace in the home. For ... the entire Torah was given to make peace in the world.” The
Shabbat candles thus represent the Torah’s role
as a guide to a life of harmony and perfection.
The lights kindled in the Holy Temple served
a higher purpose. The Temple was the “house
of G-d” where the harmony and perfection of
the Divine were manifest in all their glory. Does
such a place—asks the Talmud—require illumination? But the lights of the Temple’s menorah, answers the Talmud, served as “a testimony
to the entire world that the divine presence rests
in Israel.”
The lights of the Temple represent the Torah as it reaches beyond its role as the perfecter
of creation to unite heaven and earth and connect man to G-d.
But then there are the lights of Chanukah. While a certain function is attributed to
them—the “publicizing of the miracle” this
does not define their essence. This is evidenced
by the fact that when circumstances prevent the
possibility of exposing the Chanukah menorah
to the public eye, “One may place it on his
table, and this suffices” for a complete fulfillment of the mitzvah (in contrast to the Shabbat
candles, over which no blessing may be recited
if they do not serve their function of adding illumination to the home).
Hence the law forbids all use of the Chanukah menorah’s light for any purpose whatsoever—they are there “just to see them.” This is
the quintessential light of Torah: light as an end
in itself; light as light.

LET THERE bE LIGHT
And G-d said, Let there be light, and there was light.” This was the first of the utter
utter-

ances by which G-d created the world, and light was the first of all creations. so the sages
asked “Who would need light? Why create light when nothing else existed? y
yet, light is
created first to show us its importance. Light is the reason and purpose for creation. Light
is more than a creation, it’s a goal.

A Shout out to
the The Shammash
It’s Chanukah and for many it’s a time spent with family and friends. But for some,

Chanukah means leaving home and going far away from family and friends to a place where the
lights of the menorah have yet to shine. Why? Because they are Chabad, they are lamplighters.
These men and women spend the Jewish holidays out and about as they dedicate their lives to
brightening the lives of others.
There is a Hebrew word for someone who serves the community. It’s called a Shammash. Liter
Literally its means a servant, as in a public servant. On the menorah you also have a shammash. The
taller candle that serves to light the other candles. You may notice that night after night, the shamsham
mash dutifully goes about his task of kindling lights. Each evening, he welcomes the newcomer and
settles him into his rightful place in the growing row: two flames, three flames, four flames.... The
shammash coaxes them to life and then stands watch over them, lest one falter and require a fresh
boost of light.
But the shammash is not considered a Chanukah candle. It is not in the eight count. An imparter
of light to others, he never attains the status of a Chanukah light in his own right.
Despite—indeed because—of this, the shammash towers above all the other lights of the menorah. To forgo one’s own luminary potential in order to awaken a flame in others—there is no
greater virtue.
So we dedicate this page to men and women of Chabad and to all those who dedicate themselves
faithfully with communal affairs. May they be blessed.

Based on two letters by the Rebbe, dated 25 Adar II,
5711 (April 2, 1951) and Chanukah 5731 (1970),
and on his talks on various occasions adapted by Yanki
Tauber. Read more at www.MeaningfulLife.com
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CRAFTSMANSHIP.
MADE IN
AMERICA.
Come in
and support
American jobs
through the
purchase of our
legendary 990.

On Maple between Haggerty & M5 ● DwyerSubaru.com

1 out of every 4 pairs we sell in the u.S.A. is Made or Assembled
in our American factories. Where the domestic value is at
least 70%, we label our shoes Made in the u.S.A.
FARMINgToN HIllS
37606 W. 12 Mile Rd.
& Halsted Rd.

248.324.0506
TRoy

On Maple between Haggerty & M5 ● DwyerSubaru.com

821 E. Big Beaver Rd.
at Rochester Rd.

248.740.9221

©2013 New Balance Athletic Shoe, Inc.

HouRS:
Mon.-Thurs. 10am- 8pm
Fri. & Sat. 10am- 6pm,
Closed Sun.

newbalancedetroit.com
B”H

Sunday-Friday following Minyan.
10-15 minutes of good food, great
company and a refreshing look at the
Parshah. Come join!

Nourish your soul. Nourish your body.
For more info, email rabbiyishai@theshul.net
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MILLENNIUM

Selected Accessories Provided by Gerych’s Graziella
Design in Collaboration with Jeffrey King

24746 Crestview Court • Farmington Hills
www.millenniumcabinetry.com
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Marvin& Betty Danto
Health Care Center
6800 West Maple
W. Bloomfield, MI 48322
248.788.5300
www.hcr-manorcare.com
*Number of patients admitted for post-acute care nationwide in the last 12 months.

arketipo basik collection

leolux

artifort

horm emeco porada alivar . . . .

stock and quick ship
* initems
available.

worldwide shipping.
Custom wall units, closet
systems and bedroom suites.

arketipo moon collection
arketipo loft collection

WARREN
PRESCRIPTIONS
Prescriptions • Toys • Gifts

Middlebelt Road at 14 Mile

(248) 855-1177
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chanukahguide
Chanukah is more than a holiday; it is an eight-day spiritual journey. in this
tradition, we present chanukah in a new light. Many people know the story of
chanukah, the triumph of a small group of Jews who challenged their Greek oppressors and a little oil that miraculously kindled the lights of the menorah for eight
days. the spirit of chanukah is experienced when we apply its joy, warmth and light
to our lives—not only in our homes with our loved ones, but with the entire world.

Alexander the Great was the
leader of the Greek Empire who
by the age of 21 had conquered
most of the known world. He respected the Jews. He didn’t want
to wage war against tiny Judea;
he only required heavy taxes. The Talmud details many conversations that young Alexander
had with the Jewish Sages, many of whom traveled to Greece to tutor royalty.
After Alexander’s death, the
Greek empire was split into three
territories: Greece, Egypt and
Syria. In 175 B.C.E., Antiochus
IV rose to power over the Syrian
territories, which included Israel. The Syrian
Greeks, called Seleucids, were not interested in
co-existence, but in assimilation.
The Talmud, the Book of the
Maccabees, Josephus (photo)
and other works detail the events
of Chanukah. Antiochus IV sent
his ministers to force Greek culture on the people of Israel. Most
Jews conformed. What else could they do
against the might of the empire? The Zohar says
of this period: “The Greeks darkened the eyes of
Israel with their decrees.”
The festival of Chanukah is about light overcoming darkness. Our world is currently
experiencing a particularly dark time. We have
become apprehensive, even about opening
the letters in our mailbox. Our sons, daughters,
friends and neighbors are halfway around the
world, fighting an enemy that has no borders.

WINTER ISSuE 5774
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“The soul of man is a
lamp of G-d” (Proverbs
23:27). Our challenge,
whether we are on the
front lines or fighting
rush hour at home, is to
bring light into the world.
The reason the Chanukah candles are lit after
nightfall is to remind us that even in our darkest
moments, we have the potential to illuminate if
we kindle a flame.
sPiriTuAl AnnihilATiOn
Antiochus IV, called Epiphanies
(the Illustrious) by his friends
and Epimanes (the Madman) by
his enemies, did not build ghettos, force conversions or set out
to annihilate the Jewish people,
as Pharaoh or Nebuchadnezzar had plotted
before him. Neither did he intend to destroy their
culture. Instead, he outlawed the observance of
specific mitzvot (Divine actions), predicting that
when the Jews would cease to observe these
precepts, it would lead to the end of Judaism
as a unique religion and nation. He wanted the
Jews to be just another conquered tribe. And
so, he declared war against their souls.
The Greeks were great philosophers. They
acknowledged the mitzvot as part of a great
culture, and the Torah as a great work of Jewish
literature. What they would not tolerate was that
“G-d, Creator of the universe, ordained the
practice of these mitzvot.” In the words of the
prayer recited on Chanukah, the Greeks set out
to have the Jews forget “[G-d’s] Torah,” and to
cease observing “[G-d’s] commandments.”

Whenever we do a mitzvah, we become G–d’s
autograph on His masterpiece, declaring for all
that this is not a jungle where the strong devour
the weak. It is a beautiful garden, filled with the
light of its Creator.
WAr AnD PeACe
Hellenism, the Greek culture,
meant accepting its pagan gods
and Greek philosophy. Jews
who were sympathetic to the
Hellenistic view quickly gained
power and prominence. But many
Jews remained loyal to their beliefs. Eliezer, a
Kohen (Jewish priest), was executed because
he refused to abandon his Jewish faith. Many
Jewish women were murdered for having their
sons circumcised. Seven sons of Chana, a
simple Jewish woman, were put to death for refusing to bow down to pagan gods.
The big trouble
for the Seleucids
began in the village of Mod’in,
when the aged
Kohen Mattisyahu
cried out, “Whoever is for G-d, join me!” Thus,
the fight for religious freedom began.
King Solomon wrote, “Everything has its
season … A time to be born, a time to die … A
time for war, a time for peace” (Ecclesiastes). In
Judaism, peace is the ultimate goal. Yet if one
is being attacked, Jewish law forbids a passive
stance. Peace and the sanctity of human life require, at times, that one must defend one’s self,
one’s family and one’s country.

Despite the fact that the
were fewer in strength
and in numbers, they
stood up against the oppressor with complete
faith in G-d’s mercy. One
lesson of Chanukah is that when we resolve
to introduce spirituality into our lives, G-d assists us well beyond our limitations. G-d tells
His children, “Make for Me a small opening,
like the eye of a needle, and I will open for you
an opening through which caravans can enter”
(Midrash). We simply need to begin the process for G-d to help us attain that which we
perceived as unattainable.
Pure liGhT
Antiochus IV outlawed three specific mitzvot and rendered their practice punishable by
death. These mitzvot were “Shabbat,” which
is a testimony to the fact that there is a Creator
Who rested on the seventh day; “Blessing the
New Month,” which determines when Jews
can sanctify their holidays; and “Circumcision,”
which imbues holiness into the human body.
The spiritual ghetto that Antiochus IV tried to
force on the Jewish people was a world without
a Creator, time without sanctity and people with
no connection to the Divine.
Though a person might have a burning desire
to be spiritual, a concrete action is needed to
ignite a flame. Lacking the oil of genuine substance, one’s passion can quickly fade, failing
to introduce any enduring light into the world. A
life without mitzvot is like a wick without oil—it
yields little or no light.
There are nine branches
on the Chanukah menorah,
even though Chanukah is
celebrated for eight days.
The ninth branch is the
shammash, the “servant” candle, which stands
apart from the other candles. This candle is lit so
that when we make use of the Chanukah light,
we do so from the shammash, and not from the
eight Chanukah flames.
“…These [eight Chanukah] flames are kodesh
(holy). We are not permitted to make use of
them, only to gaze at them” (Chanukah liturgy).
The Hebrew word “kodesh” literally means
separate and beyond. In Judaism, although we
can appreciate holy objects and observances
on many levels, they are essentially higher than
our finite understanding and perception, since
they are rooted in the Infinite. It was this “holiness” that the Greeks failed to destroy. And it
is this holiness that is manifested in the lights
of Chanukah.

The WAr
Mattisyahu the Kohen, and his five sons, began
to challenge the Greek strongholds with a group
of followers called the Maccabees. Historical
sources estimate their numbers at 6,000, while
Antiochus IV sent 40,000 troops to overwhelm
them. Yehudis, a young widow, used cunning
tactics to assassinate Holofernes, a vicious
Seleucid general. After significant losses in the
cities of Shechem and Beit Choron, Antiochus
IV sent an additional 65,000 troops. The
Maccabees fought bitter, yet intelligent, battles
that are studied by military tacticians to this very
day. After three years and
thousands of lives, Israel
was finally free.
On Chanukah, we celebrate two miracles: the
victory of the Maccabees over the forces of
Antiochus IV in the battlefield, and the miracle
of the oil which burned for eight days. The victory in the battlefield was miraculous, but it was
physical, limited by time and space. The miracle
of the oil, which enabled the Jewish people to
resume the service in the holy Temple, was spiritual. Jews around the world emulate this miracle
and spirituality today by observing Chanukah.
The Chanukah struggle is
found within each of us.
Chasidic teachings explain
that we have two souls. One
soul is drawn to the spiritual,
the other to the physical. We may reconcile this
duality by being involved with the material world,
but toward a spiritual end. This is one reason
why there are so many mitzvot in the Torah,
all of them involving physical action. When the
physical is engaged for spiritual purposes, the
conflict is transformed into peace and harmony.
A world of peace begins with inner peace. When
one makes peace within, it has an effect on his
or her home, environment and eventually the
entire world.
unTOuChAble
Victory turned bittersweet when the Maccabees
found that the Temple was desecrated and the
pure oil needed to light the menorah was defiled. Miraculously, the Maccabees discovered
a single jar of pure oil, with the seal of the Kohen
Gadol (Jewish high priest) intact. With this oil,
the Holy Temple was reinaugurated.
Why didn’t the Seleucids just destroy the oil,
as opposed to defiling it? Oil is a symbol for
holiness. It can permeate anything. Yet when
placed in water, it rises to the top. Defiled, not
destroyed, oil is exactly what Antiochus IV
wanted. He allowed the Jews to adhere to their
culture and keep their laws, as long as it was
“touched” by the Greek ideals and philosophy.

Chasidic teachings explain
that despite any entity
that tries to sever our connection to G-dliness, the
essence of a soul can never
be defiled. This spark of
holiness continuously burns and longs to be
fanned into a great flame. The universe was
created to perpetuate light, and it is inherently
good (Genesis). But there are times when darkness invades G-d’s world. At such times, we
search for the hidden “single jar of pure oil”
(Chanukah liturgy), the pure and indestructible
spark of Creation, which radiates goodness
and holiness.
The Maccabees had done all that was physically possible, but the small jar of oil was only
enough to light the candles of the menorah for
one day. To prepare more oil would require a
process of at least seven days. After defeating
the world’s most powerful army and gaining
religious freedom for generations to come, the
Maccabees were not about to give up. They lit
the menorah with the little oil they found, and
miraculously, the menorah shone for eight days,
plus 2000 years, as Chanukah continues to illuminate our home and world today.
However miraculous their victory, some would
attribute the Maccabean military success
to their superior strategy. The last night of
the holiday is called Zot Chanukah, “This is
Chanukah.” Our Sages explain that “zot” refers
to something when it is revealed and tangible,
“when it can be pointed to with a finger.” When
the Jewish people witnessed a scientific impossibility, the miracle of the oil, there was no
denying G-d’s presence.
Why does G-d perform miracles? Without miracles, such as the oil found in the holy Temple,
one might believe that the laws of physics define
reality. However, once we see the inexplicable,
we witness a transcendent reality and attain a
higher consciousness. We can then look back
at physics, point with our finger and realize,
“This too is a miracle.”
The Baal Shem Tov said, “The difference between nature and a miracle is the frequency.”
The Kabbalah, Jewish mysticism, teaches that
the ultimate miracle is not the splitting of the sea,
manna from heaven, or the sun standing still. It
is described as the subtle and, at the same time,
dramatic transformation of the universe that
will occur with the arrival of Moshiach. At that
time, nature itself will uncover its miraculous essence. What is now perceived as a wall between
the physical and spiritual will be revealed as a
bridge. How can we bring about this miracle?
With the light of our collective mitzvot.
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THE SToRY bEHIND
THE SToRIES…
HERE’S A NICE CHASIDIC SToRY AboUT CHICkENS AND NAmES
By DovBer Naiditch

i

n ukraine there once lived a Jewish man with
a gentile servant. We’ll call the servant Ivan.
That’s a good name because it’s the de facto
name of all ukrainian servants in these stories.
The Jew had a name too, but history has also
forgotten it as well. He was probably a successful
merchant—he had servants after all—which may
have made his last name Kramer, which is a
good name because it’s the old German word
for a merchant. But that’s not what we’re talking
about here. We’re talking about our man Ivan,
our sturdy ukrainian peasant. He was a good
guy, Ivan. Not like some of those other Ivans—
shiftless drunks the lot of them. Sure he drank,
but only at night. The rest of the day he was a
solid and loyal servant, very respectful of his
Jewish employer’s wishes, and he paid careful
attention to keeping with his customs. So one

day when Ivan was asked to bring a chicken to
the new Shochet in town he was happy to do
so. The chicken’s name is unimportant.
But when Ivan got there, he was unhappy with
what he saw, and returned to Reb Kramer with
the nameless chicken unslaughtered. You can
imagine Reb Kramer’s confusion. What’s with
the chicken? He probably asked.
“The new guy’s a sham,” Ivan replied.
“A sham?” Reb Kramer said.
“I pay attention,” Ivan said, “unlike those other
Ivans. I try to make sure I’m doing things right,
and this new Shochet, he’s not slaughtering the
chickens the correct way.”
“How do you mean?” Reb Kramer asked.
“The Shochet before? The quiet young
guy?” Ivan said. “I forget his name, but when
I brought him a chicken, he’d get real serious,
even more quiet than usual, and he’d close his
eyes tight, and when he opened them, he’d just

be crying. Not big heaving cries, but tears, Ivan
said. Tears and tears that just streamed down
his cheeks. And before he took the chicken,
he’d wipe some tears off, rub them on the
whetstone, and sharpen his knife. This new
guy just pours water over the whetstone with a
pitcher. He’s cheating.”
As far as Reb Kramer knew, water was
how the sharpening was always done, and
he told Ivan so. And Ivan shook his head, but
if his employer said so, he’d do what he was
told. So he went back and got the chicken
slaughtered by the new Shochet, whose name
was probably Shechter.
The Shochet before that did have a name.
It was Yisroel, the son of Eliezer. He knew the
name of the merchant, the name of the servant,
the name of the chicken even, and when he
looked at any of them he could see the divine
combinations of names and surnames that
brought them there, to that village, to his counter.
And the power in those names would blow like a
wind at his physical eyes and they would shed
protective tears. This is what made him the
Master of a Good Name, the Baal Shem Tov.
DovBer Naiditch is a creative writer at the Hasidic
Creative Collection. Naiditch is an ordained rabbi
and he is also certified by the BJA (the Board of Jewish
Awesomeness). You should definitely view his many
works at www.shmideo.com.

DURST LUMBER &
HARDWARE

The
Helpful
Place

“ This gives me the opportunity to connect to my Jewish heritage on a weekly basis
while getting college credits.” Hayley Siegel
“I get to meet new people and have a good time while learning Hebrew.” Miriam Chesterman
“ I get to continue learning Hebrew after grade school.” Abby Siegel
“ Dual Enrollment gives me the opportunity to extend my knowledge of the Jewish language
differently from what I previously experienced.” Rachel Bradley

2450 11 Mile Rd
Berkley, MI 48072
Corner of Coolidge & 11 Mile
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Ph: (248) 542-2010
Fax: (248) 542-5256

The Kabbalah
of Light
THE SoUL oF A FLAmE
The name “Chanukah” is rooted in
several different, yet related, sources.
It comes from “kah,” the Hebrew
equivalent of 25, and “chanu,” meaning
rest. It is also connected with the
words “inauguration” (chanukat) and
“education” (chinuch).

What does a soul look like? Look at
the flame of a candle. A flame is bright,
jumping, never resting; the natural
desire of a soul is to “jump up” to G-d,
to break free of physical limitations.
The wick and candle anchor a flame; a
physical body grounds the soul, forcing
the soul to do its job, to give light and
warmth. The human body, precious and
holy, is likened to the holy Temple. The
Baal Shem Tov, founder of Chasidism,
always advised against asceticism,
fasts and hurting the body. Better, he
would say, to use your body to perform
a deed of kindness.

Kindness is contagious. When our
soul tells our body to do a kind deed,
both the soul and body are affected.
Eventually, other souls around us
awaken and influence their bodies to
do the same. Before long, we create
an international epidemic of kindness.
This is one reason why the Chanukah
menorah is placed where it can be seen
from the street, either in the doorway
across from the mezuzah or near a
window, reminding us of our duty to
share the spiritual light of warmth and
wisdom with our surroundings.

The Kabbalah
of Light

On the 25th day of the Hebrew month of
Kislev, the Maccabees rested from their
battle. They marched victoriously into
the holy Temple in Jerusalem, ready
to reinaugurate the holy service. They
would forever serve as role models, or
educators, to future generations.

THE SoUL oF A FLAmE
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The Laws
of Light
The Laws
of Light
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The Laws of Light

INDULGE YOUR SENSE OF TRADITION.
When you host your event at the Detroit Marriott Troy,
you can enjoy the convenience of having a certified
Marriott event planner to take care of all the details of your
special day, including the traditions and cultural nuances
that are important to you.
And now, the Troy Marriott is proud to partner with
Kosher Quality Catering. Their amazing menus combined
with our planning expertise will guarantee you with
an event that will leave friends and family raving for
years to come.
Call (248) 680-9698 for more
information about planning your event.
DETROIT MARRIOTT TROY

200 W. Big Beaver Road
Troy, Michigan 48084
troymarriott.com
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got Shabbat?
B”H

Introducing our

KIDS SHABBAT EXPERIENCE
For Kids of all ages

PRIZES

GAMES

DRAMATIC STORIES

Once a Month

SNACKS

2013 – 2014

(usually the first Shabbat in the month):

10:30-12:00
@ THE SHUL
Jack & Miriam Shenkman Building
6890 W. Maple Rd., West Bloomfield

October 5
Nov. 16
December 7
January 4
February 1

March 1
April 5
May 3
June 7
July 12

New For This Year!
Join us as we celebrate all the
Jewish Birthdays of the Month!
Birthday Cake, Games, Songs
and Lots more!
*Join The Jewish Birthday Club! Visit
theshul.net/birthday for more info*
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The Hotel Designed by
Business Travelers®

TownePlace Suites & Courtyard
by Marriott Novi
42700 11 Mile Road • Novi, MI 48375
248/380-1234 • www.courtyard.com

The Shul – We Have Lots Of Room For Every Jew
28

FARMINGTON ASSOCIATES, P.C.
Ruth Boyman, M.D., Ophthalmology
Practice Limited to the Eyes

(248) 473-9410 Ofﬁce
38215 West 10 Mile Road, Suite 10
Farmington Hills, Michigan 48335

AGR Bob’s Landscaping
and Snow Removal Service, LLC

Fall Clean-up
Gutter Cleaning
Shrub Trimming
Grass Cutting
Spring Clean-up
Mulching
Fully Insured
Commercial
& Residential

Call Bob at 248-705-8677
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DKNY, Calvin Klein, Michael Kors,
Ralph Lauren, Joseph Abboud,
& Verno Fashion suits all

299

$

including shirt & tie,
also Free Tailoring.
Baroni Couture Suits:
Reg price: 899 Sale price: 699

THE SHUL SPECIAL PRICING :

599
$
99

$

Head - To - Toe
Tuxedo
Wedding Special
Excludes Free Tailoring

29437 W. Twelve Mile Road • Farmington Hills, MI 48334
(248) 477-4615 • mynewtux@gmail.com • sammichaels.com

TAILORING
Full service for women,
men and children

MENSWEAR
Full dress and casual

TUXEDO
Rental and sales

SHOES
Sales and repair

REPAIR
Shoes and all
leather goods

STORE 9am - 6pm Monday - Friday
HOURS 9am - 5pm Saturday

G. Nakisher,
D.D.S. D.D.S.
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Family
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G. Nakisher,
D.D.S.
Family & Cosmetic
Dentistry
V I E W F A M I LY
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FFamily
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7010
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Trail
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TAL

Family & Cosmetic Dentistry

MI
F AWest
M I LBloomfield,
Y 7010 Pontiac
Trail
248
.363.3304
48323
248
.
363.3304
West
Bloomfield,
MI
D E N T A L 48323
www.LakeViewDentist.com
248.363.3304
www.LakeViewDentist.com
248.363.3304

K IES HRE, R D
, D. D
. D .. SS..
R O B E R TR OGB.E RNTAGK. N
I SA H

SHER, D.D.S.

ROBERT G. NAKISHER, D.D.S.

www.LakeViewDentist.com

www.LakeViewDentist.com

28100 Telegraph Rd
Southﬁeld, MI 48034

SALES • SERVICE • DESIGN • INSTALLATION
“Your Complete Home Theatre Specialists!”

3355 Orchard Lake Rd
Keego Harbor, MI 48320

(248) 681-8509
www.clearviewelectronics.com
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248-354-2950
www.southﬁeldchrysler.com

What are your children doing during their summer vacation?
vwwc

Has the Answer!
We offer a fun, safe summer experience,
with a caring and loving staff - all at
unbeatable prices!

Rates per Child
$160/week or
$600 for all 4 weeks.
10% discount for each
additional family member

After June 13 price
will increase 20%.
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Jewish Identity • Arts &

Jack & Miriam Shenkman Building

6890 W. Maple Rd.
West Bloomfield, MI 48322
248.788.4000

Dates:

4 Weeks: August 4 - 29
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Boys & Girls ages 4-10
Early and after care available
Lunch, Snacks & Camp T-shirts
included!
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The Shul
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Sign Up Today!
www.TheShul.net/camp
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Sunday, March 16 • 4pM

Featuring

Megillah & MiMe,
Magical Dinner & Show
with JoShua wilDe!
pre-regiStration: $22/adult • $10/child
aFter March 12: $5 increaSe Per PerSon
For More inFo: 248.788.4000
www.theShul.net/reServationS
>>> Saturday, March 15, 8:45 pM
Megillah reading
Pajama & Wacky Hat Party
Sponsored by the Wolfe Family
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The History of Chocolate
Gelt and Plastic Dreidels
By Shira Gold

C

hanukah gelt and spinning dreidels
are a part of the Chanukah story
that happened more than twentyone centuries ago. At that time the
Holy Land was ruled by the Seleucids (SyrianGreeks), who sought to forcefully Hellenize the
people of Israel. One of the laws imposed on
the Jews was the anti “Jewish Education” bill
that made Torah study illegal and punishable
by law.
So the teachers would play dreidel and hide
the books when enemy soldiers would be near.
The dreidel quickly became the symbol of taking risks for Jewish education. The dreidel tells
the story of how Jews put themselves in danger
for Jewish education. They felt like a fish without water, the Jews saw the Torah as their vital
life source and necessary spiritual nourishment.
The occupying Greek forces were determined to force Hellenism upon the Jewish
population, at the expense of the ideals and
commandments of the holy Torah. Unfortu-

nately, they were quite successful and the Jewish educational system was in decline and the
people worried about a crisis of ignorance.
After the Greeks were defeated, it was necessary to re-educate the Jews—to reintroduce
a large part of the population to Torah values.
The Hebrew word “Chanukah” shares the
same root as chinuch, education. Appropriately, during Chanukah it is customary to give gelt
to children as a reward for Torah study.
The Term Chanukah Gelt, or Chanukah
Money, is mentioned in the Talmud: When
discussing what a poor man is to do if he does
not have enough money to purchase both
Chanukah candles and wine for Shabbat, the
Talmud states that Chanukah lights take precedence because they serve to publicize the miracle. The widespread custom of giving Chanukah gelt enabled the poor to get the money they
needed for candles without feeling any shame.
There is also a deeper reason for this ageold custom. In his record of the Chanukah

events, Maimonides writes: “The Greeks laid
their hands upon the possessions of Israel.”
The Greeks invaded the possessions of Israel
in the same spirit in which they defiled the oil
in the Holy Temple. They did not destroy the
oil; they defiled it. They did not rob the Jewish
people; they attempted to infuse their possessions with Greek ideals, so that they be used for
egotistical and ungodly purposes, rather than
for holy pursuits. Chanukah gelt celebrates
the freedom and mandate to channel material
wealth toward spiritual ends.
So for centuries Chanukah gelt was actual
cash you could pay a teacher with or purchase
an item on your wish list. But in the 1920’s
Loft’s, an American chocolate company, decided to create a bag of chocolate Chanukah
coins. The chocolate gelt has since become
quite popular, but with the right education our
children will soon be demanding the real thing.
WINTER ISSuE 5774
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SUMMER CAMP
IS FUN!
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LEARNING AT
HEBREW SCHOOL
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Hodges
®

23100 Woodward Ave. | Ferndale, MI 48220

(248) 547-8800



We hope you
enjoy the
Chanukah Season













THE WAY IT SHOULD BE

www.hillers.com
Commerce Twp. • Union Lake • Ann Arbor
West Bloomfield • Berkley • Plymouth
Northville • South Lyon
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MAKE THIS CHANUKAH
UNFORGETTABLE
Chanukah is a time for family and celebration. That’s why
Kroger makes it as simple as possible to find exactly what you’re
looking for to make the holiday perfect. We’ll help bring out all
the flavors of the festival of lights that your family won’t soon forget.

© 2013 Kroger Co.
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SINCE 1966

TARNOW DOORS

B”H

Wednesdays, 7:30 pm
with Rabbi Dov Stein
$36 per semester
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in a manner that inspires an increased interest in
Jewish culture.
This past summer, more than 350 children
a day were inspired by the exhibits and
trained educational docents. Since opening
during the Passover holiday in 2005, more
than 260,000 visitors utilized the interactive
exhibits, and left with an enlightened and
energized view of Jewish heritage, history
and tradition.
This year, Chabad on Campus served over
120,000 meals to Jewish students at over 200
campuses worldwide.

The Hebrew word for education is “Chinuch” and it looks a lot like “Chanukah.” That’s because they share the same root letters and the festival of lights was very much a victory for Jewish education. The occupying Greek forces were determined to force Hellenism upon the Jewish
population, at the expense of the ideals and commandments of the
holy Torah. In a way, it was a war against Jewish education. And we won.
So, we decided to create a little report card and see how we are doing.

The following are numbers from Chabad’s
international network of over 4000 centers in
65 countries.

past year in Chabad schools throughout the
world; more than half the pupils were recipients
of scholarships.

Chabad’s philosophy is that education should
not be limited to the hours a child sits in a
classroom, but should be a way of life. Through
an exciting mix of hands-on programming,
children participating in Chabad’s programs
learn about their Jewish heritage through
holiday celebrations and rituals-all in an
experiential and fun manner.

Chabad sees education as its primary mission.
The first Chabad school was founded in 1775
in Eastern Europe, followed in 1776 by the
establishment of an institute for advanced
Judaic studies in Israel.

This year, 74,000 children participated in
Rosh Hashanah programs which not only
showed students how to blow a shofar, but
actually helped them make one from a real
ram’s horn, and take it home for use.

Today there are more than 630 Chabad
schools worldwide, including more
than 200 pre-schools and day-schools in
North America

At Passover 125,000 children recreated the
matzah making process of our ancestors during
the Exodus by actually producing their own
flour, grinding the grain by hand and baking the
matzah in the time proscribed by Jewish law.

Over 71,000 students were enrolled this

president ronald
reagan signs
the education
day u.s.a.
proclamation
In 1986, both Houses of the u.S. Congress
unanimously passed a bill declaring the birthday
of the Lubavitcher Rebbe “Education Day uSA”
acknowledging the work of Chabad-Lubavitch
in improving education in the united States
Chabad schools were awarded the
prestigious Blue Ribbon Award, honoring
academic superiority and dramatic gains in
student achievement

64,000 children just became involved with the
history of Chanukah when they made olive oil
just like the Maccabees.
Hands-on programs take
place at centers across
the globe, however, in
Brooklyn New York,
Chabad’s Children’s
Museum provides
exhibitions and programs
for all children in an educational and entertaining
format. Through contemporary technology
and a hands-on approach to learning, visitors
experience Jewish history, values and traditions

In the early 1950’s Chabad sought to bring
Jewish education to Jewish students at
college campuses. Today, with the assistance
of visionary philanthropists George and
Pamela Rohr full-service Chabad Jewish
student centers are found on over 140
campuses worldwide, and Chabad serves
hundreds of other campuses with Jewish
resources. A unique quality of Chabad’s
campus centers is the leadership provided by
a dynamic couple who create an atmosphere
where students can feel safe and seek
guidance on variety of social, education and
spiritual issues.
Over 4307
college students
attend Chabad on
campus classes and
over 9200 students
attend weekly
Shabbat meals and
discussions.
And it’s not just for kids. Jewish education is a
lifelong mission and goal. This year, more than
300,000 adults from Sweden to South Africa
enrolled in classes, studying everything from
Kabbalah to the laws of a menorah.
In thousands of communities worldwide, and
in more than 10 languages, Chabad-Lubavitch
has engaged millions of adults seeking
intellectual stimulation, answers to life’s many
questions, and timely thought-provoking
subjects. Through courses, study groups,
lectures, seminars and special programming,
Chabad has made pursuing knowledge for
adults possible through outstanding teachers,
quality study materials and engaging audiovisual resources.
The specially designed Jewish Learning
Institute is operating in over 200 communities
throughout the globe, and focuses on the
essentials of Jewish literacy in a series of six
or eight week courses.
And for those that can’t make it out to a
class, Jewish education has never been easier.
Today, with the help of smartphone and an
internet connection, you can watch over
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In Light of Transparency
. . . i’ll highlight my struggles with writer’s block
By Rochel Holzkenner

14,000 hours of online classes posted on
www.TorahCafe.com and www.Jewish.tv.
The internet has changed the way we
learn about the world and it also changed
the course of Jewish education for the
better. Over 1 million visitors each year
review Chabad’s holiday sites, receive
daily and weekly emails and participate in
daily learning programs. Chabad’s flagship
educational website Chabad.org currently
offers over 11,000 pages of information.
Chabad.org is a virtual classroom for Hebrew
school children and university scholars alike, it
is a central address for all things Jewish. The
online program is also useful as a guide for
parents seeking assistance for their children’s
bar or bat mitzvah, for the college student who
wants to learn the prayer to light Chanukah
candles, or for the high school student doing
research on Maimonides.
The new JewishOnlineSchool.com provides
a full online school for Jewish children.
Complete with online classes, online courses
and online lessons that you expect from any
other Jewish school.

Jewish education in the age of social media
has, perhaps, brought the Torah to more
people than ever before. A highlight of
Chabad’s internet resources is AskMoses.
com, the only Jewish website offering
confidential, free and live chat for spiritual
guidance 24 hours a day, 6 days a
week. AskMoses.com provides instant
advice from qualified scholars and Rabbis
for Jews and gentiles seeking information
on any subject in English, Hebrew, Russian,
Spanish and French.
The Jewish education’s report card can really
only be graded by you. Only you know the
state of affairs of Jewish education in your
home. As the Maccabees of old fought for
a bright Jewish tomorrow they understood
that a solid Jewish education is paramount
to a Jewish future. Like our sages say “Light
refers to Torah,” and on Chanukah we kindle
those lights in our homes and in our hearts.

A

t 6:04 a.m. I admitted defeat. I
could squeeze juice out of a rock
sooner than I could cough out
a string of words. For two black
hours I’d shifted my gaze from book to computer screen before emailing my editor: “Sorry,
no Parshah article this week.” Why did I ever
think I could write?!
The words in the book were informative but
not inviting. I circled around them but couldn’t
find an entrance passage, and my fingers ran
dry. In the Torah I saw a story of an ancient
hero, but I couldn’t see the story of me.
His response came at 9. My resignation was
not accepted as easily as I’d hoped.
“How about something on Chanukah?”
I prepared to reopen the book, to once
again face alienation. This time I read the Rebbe talking about the menorah. And about
writer’s block.
Every Jewish action, he explains, has a shell
and a soul. The shell is the instruction to fulfill:
what to do, where and when to do it. Slice two
challahs on Shabbat, in your home, and say a
blessing. Flip the prayerbook to page 119 and
recite these words in the afternoon. But if you
could crack open the shell of the rituals, you’d
see an unadulterated soul. The Shabbat meal
would look like spiritually charged light rays
bouncing into the home. Turn anymitzvah inside out and you’ll see a light—an active and
energetic light that gravitates towards darkness
and looks to shine in every black corner.
Turn any mitzvah inside out and you’d
see . . . a menorah. Streams of light. The menorah has the gift of transparency, her shell is her
soul—her physical qualities merely project her
metaphysical existence.
We connect to G-d by kindling a flame.
While we increase the menorah’s flames each
night, the metaphysical light that is created
also gains energy and potency. The menorah
wants to be lit at night, just like her inner light
that has an affinity towards darkness and always seeks to illuminate where there is no other
light available. The menorah has no façade—
its essence is exposed through its ritual.
Kindling the Chanukah menorah is a magnificent gift that we received from G-d after
fighting for our freedom from Greek dominion. The Greek imperialists were vicious in
their attempts to wipe out the Jewish spirit and
silence us into submission. While they forbade
the study of Torah under the threat of death,

many Jews ignored this threat and risked their
lives in order to hold onto the Torah and G-d’s
commandments.
This type of sacrifice and commitment is
kind of like hanging onto a rope that is shaking
violently. It takes enormous focus and a very
tight grip to keep hanging. With no external
support, all of the strength needs to be internally generated. The Jews who stood up for
their beliefs in spite of the Greek dominion had
to wring out every last ounce of strength and
commitment to fight for their freedom. They
pressed themselves to pull out any small drops
of internal oil to fuel their battle.
Well, those drops were quite precious
to G-d. They fueled a miraculous victory
against the overwhelming Greek army. So
proud was G-d that He too provided a few
drops of oil that fueled light for many more
days than was expected.
The menorah was born from struggle and
commitment. A challenge is like a thick and
opaque shell that seems devoid of hope and
of light. But ironically, it is the commitment
in the face of challenge that generates a very
tender, powerful light that will paint the shell
transparent, and the shell will mirror the light
within it.
On the Shabbat of Chanukah we read from
the Torah the story of Joseph’s rise to power—
this because the story of Chanukah is also the
story of Joseph.
“It came to pass at the end of two full years . . .”
when Pharaoh had his fateful dreams.
Joseph was languishing in prison. The fittest
were surviving and abusing the righteous, and
the light was no where to be seen.
But Joseph remained committed to light.
And then one day the light jumped alive.
In one day Joseph went from being a prisoner to being second to the King of Egypt. Like a
coil that’s pulled tightly and then released, the
power that Joseph exerted in his dark prison
cell projected him all the way to the king’s inner chambers.
In my own small way I know that dark cell
too well. When all I see are the letters and
words, but I can’t hear the music behind them.
And the light that pulls the lone details into a
luminous tapestry is obscured.
But here is the Rebbe’s take: if you keep
knocking at the door of the shell, you may extract light that is so deep that it will turn the
shell itself transparent.
You may extract a menorah.
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From The Lighter
Side of Chanukah
HoW To INVEST YoUR CHANUkAH GELT?
WHAT YoUR SToCkbRokER WoN’T TELL YoU
By Rabbi Yisroel Rubin

L

ong before shopping glitz wrapped
Chanukah gifting with fancy ribbons, Chanukah presents used to be
real old fashioned ‘Gelt’ coins. Even
today, the traditional Chanukah coin bag adds
a nice touch to the biggest box.
Chanukah Gelt used to be nickels and
dimes, maybe even a quarter; half dollar was
very generous. A shiny silver dollar was so novel, kids thought they minted it especially for
Chanukah.
Over the years, inflation pushed Chanukah
Gelt up from coins into dollar bills of various
denominations. Chanukah Gelt won’t pay your
mortgage, but it has good meaning and feeling,
and won’t give you a Gelt complex.
Unlike sweater, pajama or game presents where the choice is already made for
you, Chanukah Gelt offers you options.
Choose the strategy that suits you best;
or diversify your Chanukah portfolio by
combining several plans.
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1. Liquidity: Spend your Chanukah Gelt on
Nosh and candy. Chocolate coins in your
pocket can give you liquidity, plus the trickle-down effect.
2. If you prefer something more enduring to
preserve your holiday memories, encase
your Chanukah Gelt coins in plastic as a
desktop paperweight, or have it laminated
for your wallet. Locked in, this is an investment to watch.
3. If you like to see some growth, put it into a
Savings account. (This plan can also relate
to the Chanukah liturgy: “Thou performed
great savings for thy people.”) Expect nothing exciting, but your account will grow 1%
by next Chanukah.
4. Some invest their Chanukah Gelt in CD’sbetter known as Chanukah Draydels.
Whether you win or lose, a draydel game

generates lots of interest. The draydel is so
versatile, that it can almost stand on its
head and spit nickels. A CD can double
your investment, or win the whole pot.
Of course, there’s also a risk of losing everything. Whatever happens, a spinning
Draydel guarantees returns.
5. Recycle -Take the Gelt you received, turn
around and give it to someone else as Chanukah Gelt. Continue the beautiful custom
by sharing the Chanukah spirit with more
people. Gelt isn’t everything, and it’s better
to give than to receive.
6. If you’re looking for an investment with
a future, put your money into a Pushka
charity box.(Better there than a selfish
Piggy Bank; besides, the offering of a pig
triggered the Maccabean revolution.) A
charitable contribution is of Mutual benefit to both receiver and giver. It also carries

No GELT, No GLoRY:

The Upside Down
Dreidel Spin
with it a Life insurance benefit, for “Char
“Charity saves from death.”
7. Invest in a Spiritual Growth Fund by promoting Torah study or Jewish Outreach.
Options 6 & 7 also offer unlimited long
term benefits, as the Talmud states: “For
these Mitzvos, a person enjoys the dividends
in this world, while the principal remains
intact for the world-to-come: Honoring fa
father and mother, Granting free loans, Rising early to pray, Welcoming the stranger,
Visiting the sick, Assisting a bride or attending a Funeral, Thoughtful prayer, Promot
Promoting peace among people, and between husband and wife, and Torah study surpasses
them all.”(Quoted in the prayerbook)
8. Bonds: US Bonds: In contrast to the Syrian
oppressors who forbade Judaism, the good
ol’ USA promotes Freedom of Religion, and
its dollar bill proudly states: “In G-d We
Trust.” Or invest in Israel Bonds that supports development in Israel, including the
town of Modiin where the Maccabees lived
and Chanukah happened.
9. Stocks: The market has its ups and downs,
but let’s not forget that “A great Miracle
happened there.” It should only happen to
us, too.
10. Lottery Ticket: It’s a long shot, but, Hey,
you never know!
Rabbi Yisroel Rubin is the author of the Torah Times
and has published hundreds of articles on Jewish
thought. Read more from Rabbi Rubin at www.
CapitalChabad.com

By Simcha Weinstein

W

elcome to “Extreme Sports: Jewish Style.” I’ll leave the suicidal skateboarding
to the kids. Being a rabbi, I’m more of a dreidel blackbelt! While they aren’t
as transformative as the Kabbalah or as lucrative as a lottery win, I’m uniquely
qualified to reveal to you another very powerful secret of the universe: the upside
Down Dreidel Spin. This is the bubbie of all spins, but in the spirit of Chanukah, remember: just
as the oil in the temple burned for eight days, a great dreidel player must cultivate patience and
perseverance in order to master this move.

sTeP 1
Despite what the song says, most dreidels aren’t “made out of clay.” That’s the good
news, because when it comes to dreidels, materials matter. Start with a good quality
dreidel, not one of the cheap plastic ones. The ideal dreidel is made of wood and measure
about 1-inch square. Here’s the key: make sure the very top of the handle is smooth,
without any nicks or cracks.
sTeP 2
You also need a hard, smooth surface to spin on. Based on my extensive experience, I highly
recommend the underside of a challah board. Now, grip the dreidel’s handle between your
index finger and thumb, with your palm facing upwards. The back of your hand should be no
more than 6-inches above the spinning surface.
sTeP 3
Spin the dreidel with a snap of your thumb and index finger as you normally would -- but
release the dreidel with a gentle upward toss.
sTeP 4
Watch the amazed and impressed expressions on the faces of your family and friends. Because
at the end of the day, that’s what it’s all about. The very shape of the dreidel is a metaphor:
when its all-square, chunky contours spin, the dreidel looks round and smooth. And just as
the circle has no top and bottom and all its points are equivalent, so too is the family. When we
come together in a circle of embrace, each member is equally important. However, that doesn’t
stop me from wanting to outdo them all with my upside Down Dreidel Spin. I’d better start
practicing now if I want to be ready for Chanukah.
Rabbi Simcha Weinstein is an internationally known best-selling author. His first book, Up, Up and Oy
Vey! received the Benjamin Franklin Award for the best book of 2007. He has appeared on CNN “Showbiz
Tonight,” and NPR, and has been profiled in leading publications including The New York Times, The
Miami Herald and the London Guardian. He is a regular contributor to the Jerusalem Post and Jewish
Telegraphic Agency (JTA). He chairs the Religious Affairs Committee at the renowned New York art
school, Pratt Institute. His latest book The Case for Children: Why Parenthood Makes Your World Better
(Barricade Books: 2012) is on sale now.
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Wellness

made for me

We designed a women’s health program like you’ll find nowhere else.
Specializing in gynecology, obstetrics and genetics, the care we provide
is completely designed around wellness. So, while you’ll find the latest
research and science being used to diagnose, treat and prevent illness, we
are also utilizing things like massage therapy, yoga classes and delicious
cuisine to get women excited about their wellness. Because we believe
being healthy can also be enjoyable.

Discover a hospital designed to keep you well.
To learn more or to schedule an appointment, visit
HenryFordWestBloomfield.com or call 1-888-925-6362.
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The Science of
Certainty
By Dr. Arnie Gotfryd

W

e live in an age of uncertainty. Geopolitics, the
economy, the environment.
However much we know,
things are still increasingly unpredictable. And
then there is science.
At the heart of atomic theory, for example, is
the “uncertainty principle,” that pillar of quantum wisdom that informs us that the most fundamental building blocks of matter and energy
are ultimately unknowable.
Can we ever really achieve certainty?
A practical deed, a mitzvah, such as lighting
a Shabbos candle, giving tzedakah (charity), or
making a blessing over food can awaken the
soul and evaporate doubts in a way that logical
arguments never can. As King Solomon put it,
“For the mitzvah is a candle and Torah, light.”
But how does this work? Can deeds dispel
doubts? According to recent experiments by
psychologists, it seems the answer is yes.
In a study published in the prestigious journal, Science, subjects were asked to rate 10 CD’s
and were then informed they could choose their
fourth or fifth favorite as a gift for participating
in the experiment. Then they were given hand
soaps to rate. Half based these ratings based on
the packaging alone and half actually washed
their hands with the products before rating
them. After all this, they went back to the 10
CD’s and rated them all over again.
The latter CD ratings varied in one significant way. Those who actually washed their
hands ranked the chosen CD the same as they
had earlier, but those who did not wash in between upped their rating of the chosen CD the
second time.
Apparently, hand washing helped subjects

put the decision process behind them and accept the gift for what it was, a mediocre gift.
Surprisingly, however, those that did not actually wash rated the gift CD significantly
higher the second time, indicating a need to
rationalize and lingering doubts about their
original decision.
Hand washing plays an important role in
Jewish life, and there many occasions where
the washing of hands is mandated by the sages.
Of course one reason is sanitation, but there are
spiritual and kabbalistic reasons as well. In light
of this research perhaps we can add another dimension – the psychological.
For example, one occasion for washing is the
eating of bread. At one level it’s a hygiene issue.
Who needs dirty germs on food? But that can’t
be the whole story because the ritual washing
for bread needs to be done after the hands are
hygienically clean. Add to this a cultural dimension – whenever we eat bread we use hand
washing to commemorate the divine service of
the priests in the Temple in Jerusalem.
Another layer of meaning is the kabbalistic. Water symbolizes Torah, divine intellect which flows from above onto the hands
which symbolize the emotional level within
man. The hands are raised after washing and
before drying to symbolize the elevation of
the emotions that results from being awash
with divine intellect.
But what does washing for bread do for
you psychologically? For one, it separates you
from whatever it is you were doing before and
focuses your consciousness on what lies ahead.
A moment before you may have been cutting
a deal, arranging a car pool, fighting with
a phone company or shopping online. But

once you’ve washed for bread, it’s history. In
fact between the washing and the eating you
are not even allowed to talk, except for the
blessing on eating bread.
Without the washing, we would be tumbling
headlong from battles to bagels to making deals
to breaking bread. Besides getting indigestion
from worry, it’s not a way to live. Conscious
living means celebrating the moment, every
moment, for the value it has. Eating is holy. It’s
life itself. The washing ritual gives you a chance
to focus on the immense significance of what
might otherwise feel like nothing more than
stuffing your face because you are hungry.
But there is another psychological value
as well. The same behavioral boundary that
frames feeding time also serves as punctuation
for your previous concern. And setting a limit
to your past activity behaviorally also limits
its impact on your psyche, preventing it from
encroaching on other activities and values that
also deserve undivided attention.
Rabbi Chaim Brovender, a popular and
innovative educator and head of Yeshivat
HaMivtar near Efrat Israel, was once interviewed about his experiences with the
Lubavitcher Rebbe. Besides being astounded
by the Rebbe’s prodigious knowledge, boundless energy and prophetic insight, the thing that
impressed him most was his desk. He walked
in to a late night appointment after the Rebbe
had already seen dozens of people and responded to hundreds of issues in addition to his own
myriad projects and concerns.
When you walk into the office of someone
whose day is that complex and demanding, you
would expect to see signs of it on the desk and
around – piles of papers, open books, coffee
cups, a phone or two, files, stationery, and electronics. We all know what a busy person’s desk
looks like when he’s involved in so many projects. But not the Rebbe. His desk was perfectly
clean, as if to say to the person who walks in,
“I have nothing else in the world on my mind
right now but you.”
Washing your hands, clearing your desk,
making a blessing, taking a deep breath, all
these are ways to draw a line in the present to
settle the past and focus on the immediate future, which is a healthy way to live.
Otherwise our minds can get murky and
muddled, clouded by doubts, and invested in
histories we should have left long behind.
And lest our doubts plague us still and we
agonize over exactly which of those hundreds
of possible mitzvos we should actually do, the
answer is simple and clear: The next one.
Dr. Arnei Gotfryd reports on matters of science, faith,
and education. His articles have appeared in the
Toronto Star, Toronto Sun, Toronto Life, Vaughan
Liberal, Canadian Research, Biotechnology Canada,
and on hundreds of websites.
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Shabbaton Weekend
with Rabbi Shais Taub

A

recent Shabbaton weekend provided
learning and fun for the entire family, as
children enjoyed their own activities while
their parents were treated to the wisdom of
renowned author, teacher, and spiritual scholar
Rabbi Shais Taub.

D

uring three separate presentations held
on October 11-12, more than 300 people
gathered to hear Rabbi Taub conveyed practical
methods for applying Jewish teachings and
spirituality to challenging situations and
relationships.

T

he program was sponsored by The Shul in
West Bloomfield and Walking Home, a local
non-profit organization that provides Torahbased educational programming for members
of the Jewish and secular communities.

F

ollowing a delicious Shabbat dinner at The
Shul, the children enjoyed their own meal
and fun activities, while the adults listened
to Rabbi Taub give a talk entitled “Change
your Mind with Meditations for Busy People:
How to change your life by changing the way
you think.” Interspersing his
wisdom with humorous stories
and parables, he explained how
to dismiss negative thoughts
by meditating or focusing on
different, more positive subjects.
Just as certain thoughts can
be brought to mind, they can
also be discarded by switching
mental gears.

F

ollowing services and a Kiddush lunch at
The Shul the following day, Rabbi Taub
spoke about “The Purpose of Existence:
Technical Observance vs. Personal Feeling,”
where he again demonstrated his gift for
communicating religious teachings in an
easily understandable way.

O

n Saturday night, he addressed a smaller
group at the residence of Walking Home
founder and CEO, Chana Lowenstein. His
presentation, “Out of the Ego,” focused on
giving up control and relying on a higher power
to guide one’s life.
“The ego’s job is to perpetuate survival, it
tells us to be cautious, but it’s not supposed
to run our lives,” said Rabbi Taub. “Sometimes
we have to push the self out of the way so
something bigger can come through.”

H

e believes people frequently pass up
opportunities for growth because they are
afraid of what will happen if they surrender the

reins. He used the example of rock-climbing,
where climbers have to deny the basic survival
instinct by literally letting go and trusting their
gear to sustain them in order to move from one
point to another.
“We need to have the courage to let go and let
things happen,” he said. “The biggest secret is
to know when to get out of our own way.”

H

e said it is important to distinguish a
leap of faith from an act of recklessness.
“Fantasy avoids reality, while faith gives us the
courage to face reality,” said Rabbi Taub, “If
you’re connected above (to G-d), you don’t fall
down below.”

H

e believes the answers to all of life’s
questions, both the esoteric and the
mundane, can be found in the Torah, and it is
important to study Torah and other works of
Chassidut, such as the Book of Tanya, in order
to understand those answers.
“Torah is not just about keeping kosher,
tefillin, and Shabbat”, he said. “Torah is about
everything in life. There is no aspect of our
life which is not addressed by the
Torah.”

F

or those who were skeptical,
he suggested asking their rabbi
for advice about their finances,
marriages, or other personal issues.
He also urged those interested in
furthering their Jewish learning
to choose a mentor or teacher to
guide them through the process.

A

udience members at all three presentations
left feeling inspired and motivated to learn
more.
“I feel almost overwhelmed,” said Ron Gothelf,
who summed up the reactions of several of
the attendees. “I’m grateful to discover that
Judaism can give me the relationship with G-d
I’ve always wanted.”

C

hana Lowenstein was thrilled with the
presentations and the enthusiastic response.

“Walking home was excited to sponsor Rabbi
Shais Taub,” she said. “His lecture concepts
come directly from the Tanya, and I believe it’s
time this particular wisdom be disseminated
to our community. Rabbi Taub has a knack
for taking profound, lofty, spiritual ideas, and
making them accessible to the masses. We are
grateful to The Shul for working with Walking
Home to bring such awesome programming to
our community.”
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CAMP GAN ISRAEL @ THE SHUL

winter camp
feb 17 - 20
10 am – 4 pm

$120/week • $35/day

10% discount for additional family members

Come To Camp For FREE!*
monday: Pump It up!

(See how below)

tuesday: Bubble Show! Free Day!*
wednesday: Michigan Science Center!
thursday: Roller Skating!
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DAIly exCITInG TRIPS
& non-SToP Fun!
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Camp Highlights:
Creative Jewish themes & games, arts and crafts, tons of amazing activities and Grand Prize Store!
Ask for early-care and after-care options.

SIGN UP TODAY! www.TheShul.net/camp

Register before January 17 to avoid late registration cost of $160/week or $45/day
*Any child who’s never been to Gan Israel Winter or Summer Camp may come
to camp for free on Tuesday, Feb. 18! Just select Free Day on the Registration Form.

The Shul - Jack & Miriam Shenkman Building • 6890 W. Maple Rd., W. Bloomfield • 248.788.4000
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SHUL FAMILY FAVORITES
SOME NEW WAYS TO ENJOY AN OLD FAVORITE

}

>

))

BY ITTY SHEMTOV

HOLIDAY
Recipes
RECIPES
Gefilte Fish

With the Holidays here and the many opportunities for celebrating with family and friends, try
some of our favorite homemade recipes to go along with any traditional family meal!

TRIFLE
Fun and elegant dessert
that is easier than pie!
INGREDIENTS:
1 Cake – any ﬂavor
1 large can of whipping cream
1 packet GEFILTE
pudding mix

FISH
WITH
TOMATO
SAUCE
Variety of toppings such as sliced strawberries,

ASSEMBLING YOUR TRIFLE:
Use a triﬂe bowl.
Begin with a layer of cake pieces.

caramelized nuts, shredded coconut, chocolate shavings,

Pour some raspberry syrup over the cake.

raspberry syrup, chocolate syrup, or your favorite adult liquor

Top that with one or two

- feel free to get creative!

of your favorite toppings (e.g. - a layer of sliced strawberries,

(For a Pareve version - use the Pareve Rich’s whip,
a Pareve cake and pudding mix)

caramelized nuts, shredded coconut, etc.)
Spread a layer of whip over your toppings.
Repeat these layers until you have filled your bowl.

DIRECTIONS:
Slice the cake in bite size pieces
Whip up whipping cream
and add pudding mix powder for extra ﬂavor
and texture in the last 30 seconds of whipping.

Tip for a more elegant presentation: Make sure you layer carefully
from the wall of the bowl and go all the way across evenly.

TRI-

This can be prepared
in a large
bowl for a crowd
COLOR
FISH

or in mini individual dishes for a more personal touch.
Prepare this recipe 2-3 days in advance, store it in the freezer
and take it out 1-2 hours before serving…
Enjoy the company and compliments!

GEFILTE FISH
PATTIES

FRUIT PUNCH

DIRECTIONS:
Mix all ingredients in a large punch

The punch with a kick – to please any

bowl or drink dispenser.

crowd!

(If using the sherbet, add it to the mixture at the last

INGREDIENTS:
2 frozen orange juice cans, thawed
Water
Ice
Strawberry Daiquiri Mix
Ginger Ale
Raspberry Sherbet - optional
Adult drink - optional

minute.)
Be sure to have extra ingredients to refill as needed –
it will go fast – guaranteed!!!
Tip for more elegant presentation: Float some sliced lime
or frozen strawberries for added class and ﬂavor
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Michigan Jewish Institute

ב”ה

is pleased to present our

Dual Enrollment Program
for High School and College Students

MJI’s unique classes provide the opportunity to earn both high school and college credits
from MJI with school counselors’ approval
• Elementary Modern Hebrew I & II
• Intermediate Modern Hebrew I & II
• Advance Topics in Modern Hebrew I & II
• Contemporary Issues in Society

• Encountering Jewish Civilizations
• Exploring the Holocaust I & II
• Exploring the Exceptional Child
• Introduction to Early Childhood Education

Benefits include:
• Enhancing the college application
• Earning three college credits at MJI
• Experiencing select topics framed from a Jewish perspective

Classes are Held at our West Bloomfield Campus
Michigan Jewish Institute is a senior college accredited by ACICS.

Classes begin the week of January 12, 2014

Register Online NOW through January 5, 2014
www.mji.edu/highschool
or call Miriam Buckwold, Dual Enrollment Manager
at 248-414-6900 x-106

Michigan Jewish
Institute

MJI 8.5x5.5 10_20_2013 The ShulAd v3.indd 1

10/30/13 7:56 PM

B”H

Grades K-7
Madrichim Program
Sundays: 10:00am-12:30pm
Wednesdays: 5:15-6:30 pm
Hands on learning in a
fun & meaningful way!
Amazing Aleph Champ
reading program with
emphasis on Hebrew
comprehension!
Every child is welcome,
regardless of affiliation,
religious observance or
prior knowledge.
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50% SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE
FOR NEW FAMILIES.
www.TheShul.net/HebrewSchool
itty@theshul.net
248.788.4000

THE SHUL HEBREW SCHOOL

B”H

“My jaw hurt from laughing!”
- Hollywood, Florida

“You have got to hear
Nesenoff speak!”
- Sydney, Australia

“Spellbound!”
– University of Pittsburgh

Powerful &
Hilarious!”
-Toronto

“Mind Blowing!”
-Oxford University

He interviewed Helen Thomas, and both their
lives – and the world – changed.

QuickTim e™ and a
TIFF (Uncom pres s ed) decom pres s or
are needed to s ee this picture.

Friday, Feb 7

Shabbat, Feb 8

5:30 Services
6:15 Shabbat Dinner

“Try to mail a letter in Israel!”
12:15 Kiddush Lunch & Lecture

Reservations required by
Feb 4 to avoid a late fee

Ask about the Saturday Night
Lecture

www.TheShul.net/reservations

248.788.4000
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B”H

We celebrate the upcoming Jewish
birthdays of our members:
Ari Bekker
Elan Bekker
Maelani Ben-Ezra
Ella Dines
Ella Dotan
Jeremiah Fischer
Michael Frenkel
Rachel Frenkel

Sloan Gartenberg
Eitan Giske
Daniel Mordukhovich
Rachel Mordukhovich
Levi Schwartz
Jacob Taylor
Charlotte Weinstein

www.TheShul.net/birthday  248.788.4000
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Programs & Events
Ongoing
Ongoing OngoingPrograms
Upcoming
OngoingClasses
Ongoing

MAY 2012
got hebrew? HEBREW SCHOOL
LIVING TORAH VIDEO MAGAZINE
K-8th grades
K-7th grades
Sun at 9:30
AMDov
Rabbi
“ Inspiring the future of Judaism
Program
through Pride & Identity for Madrichim
Clear and engaging
SEE
AD PAGE ??
Jewish children.
classes on
the weekly
PARSHA
AND
BAGELS
SEE
PAGE
35
got parsha?
SEE AD PAGE ??
Torah portion.
MAY 4-5 2012
M, W, F at 8:00-8:15 am | Rabbi Yishai
the
future
of Judaism
ASAP-AFTER
SCHOOL
ALL-IN-ONE
PROGRAM
got asap? Inspiring
got messiah?
THE
MESSIAH
MYSTERY
Wed, Jan 8Pride
- Feb 12
Ages 11-13
through
& Identity for
Clear
and
engaging
THURSDAY, MAY 10, 5:30 PM
Shemtov
Prepares children for transition
Thurson
atItty
8:00-8:30
am | Rabbi Yishai
SEE PAGEchildren.
25
Jewish
classes
the
weekly
to adulthood and helps them
Mystical concepts
of Torah with

got video?

B”H

B”H

My daughter, Rachel,
“The joy for
would cry when she had to
Judaism
and
the
miss a class – she
learned
so much
and
enjoyed every
lesson.
The teachers
Jewish
pride
that
my
are caring and warm and I can’t believe that
daughter
boast,
isatthe
spirit
of
she
knows the whole
Aleph-Bet
the end
of
Chabad Hebrew
School”
kindergarten!

Finally,AaHebrew
Hebrew School
School
your child will love!
your child will love.

“

Ann Rosenthal

I just wanted to let you know that both my

kids,
yet boys
again, came
home and said
‘I LOVE has
“My
Hebrew
Reading
Hebrew the
school.”
progressed amazingly,
Aleph
Champ reading program is a
The kindness and open heartednessmassive
of Chabad hit”
and the individual attention our daughters are
Kathy Fellheimer
getting has been an absolute delight.

“My daughter joined Chabad
Hebrew School and she loves it!”
Howard Wolf

K-8th grades

Chabad Hebrew School

Chabad of the Main Line
625 Montgomery Ave,
Merion St.
610 660 9900
www.HebrewKids.com

Open tO all Jewish bOys and girls regardless
Of backgrOund and Observance
sunday and tuesday OptiOn available
Ages K – 8th Grade
Financial assistance available

bar & bat Mitzvah training

Rabbi Dov

“

My daughter, Rachel,
“The joy for
would cry when she had to
Judaism
and
the
miss a class – she
learned
so much
and
enjoyed every
lesson.
The teachers
Jewish
pride
that
my
are caring and warm and I can’t believe that
daughter
boast,
isatthe
spirit
of
she
knows the whole
Aleph-Bet
the end
of
Chabad Hebrew
School”
kindergarten!

Finally,AaHebrew
Hebrew School
School
your child will love!
your child will love.

“

Ann Rosenthal

I just wanted to let you know that both my

kids,
yet boys
again, came
home and said
‘I LOVE has
“My
Hebrew
Reading
Hebrew the
school.”
progressed amazingly,
Aleph
Champ reading program is a
The kindness and open heartednessmassive
of Chabad hit”
and the individual attention our daughters are
Kathy Fellheimer
getting has been an absolute delight.

“My daughter joined Chabad
Hebrew School and she loves it!”
Howard Wolf

Chabad Hebrew School

Chabad of the Main Line
625 Montgomery Ave,
Merion St.
610 660 9900
www.HebrewKids.com

Open tO all Jewish bOys and girls regardless
Of backgrOund and Observance
sunday and tuesday OptiOn available
Ages K – 8th Grade
Financial assistance available

bar & bat Mitzvah training

got torah?Torah portion.

a tangible, comprehensive and
TORAH
STUDIES
inspirational
approach.

d

c
Wed at 7:30 PM | Rabbi Dov
SEE PAGE 38

got women?

Rabbi Dov
WOMEN’S
ROUND
TABLE
A fascinating
journey into
the
myriad
spiritual
that
Mon
at 11
AM |realms
Itty Shemtov

Itty Shemtov
JEWISH MYSTICISM
shape our existence.

t

got discover? SEE AD PAGE ??

SEE AD PAGE ??
define who they are as Jews.
BAR/BAT MITZVAH DISCOVERY
SEE AD PAGE ??
Wed | 6:30MAY
pm26-28

SEE PAGE 39
SEE AD PAGE ??
Interactive, fun and educational
AUGUST 13-23
Children’s Services. Games! CKIDS CLUB
Friends! Services! Snacks! Every Shabbat 10:30 am - 12:00
Safe and secure environment!
SEE AD ON BACK COVER
Ages 0-5

got ckids?

got mysticism?
Mystical concepts of Torah with
Sat at 8:45 AM | Rabbi Dov

a tangible, comprehensive and
LIVING LETTERS
got letters?
inspirational
approach.
Saturdays
12:45pm Itty Shemtov

c

going

pm

Prepares children for transition
FAMILY PROGRAM
got shabbat? toMONTHLY
adulthood
and helps them
Dec 7 | Jan 4 | Feb 1 | Mar 1 |
define
who
they
as 12
Jews.
Apr 5 | May 3 | Juneare
7 | July
d
SEE AD PAGE ??

t

Rabbi Dov

Ages 11-13

Ages 0-5

Interactive, fun and educational
Children’s Services. Games!
Friends! Services! Snacks!
FAMILY
got family? Safe
andSHABBAT
secureDINNER
environment!

Upcoming
UpcomingEvents

A fascinating journey into the
myriad spiritual realms that
got menorah? MENORAH IN THE D
shape
our existence.
December
4, 2013 | 5:30 pm

February 21
MAY 2012
SEE BACK COVER
SEE PAGE 39
K-8th grades
Services 5:45 pm, Dinner 6:30 pm
FAMILY SHABBAT DINNER
got family?
nspiring the future of
Judaism
December
13, 2013 |
got megillah? MEGILLAH READING & PAJAMA PARTY
hrough Pride & Identity
for 4:30 pm, Dinner 5:15
SEE
Services
pmAD PAGE ??
March 15 | 8:45 pm
ewish children.
SEE PAGE 39
PURIM FEAST & MEGILLAH READING
got
purim?
EE AD PAGE ??
4-5 2012
NIGHT
March 16 | 4:00 pm
got chinese? CHINESE DINNER & GAMEMAY
December 24, 2013 | 7:00 pm
SEE PAGE 17
COMMUNITY SEDER
got pj party? KIDS PAJAMA PARTY
got seder?
Ages 11-13
January 18, 2014 | 7:30 pm
April 15 - Plan to celebrate the
THURSDAY, MAY 10, 5:30
PMseder at The Shul!
second
WITH DAVID NESSENOF
got shabbat? forSHABBAT
repares children
transition
February
o adulthood and helps
them7-8, 2014
SEE
PAGE 37
SEE AD PAGE ??
efine who they are as Jews.
UPCOMING JEWISH HOLIDAYS
Services
5:30
pm,
Dinner
6:15
pm
EE AD PAGE ??
CHANUKAH - NOV 27-DEC 5
got winter camp? CGI MID-WINTER CAMP MAY 26-28
TU B’SHVAT - JANUARY 16TH
February 17-20
SEE PAGE 34
PURIM - MARCH 15-16
SEE AD PAGE ??
Ages 0-5
10:00 am - 4:00 pm
PASSOVER - APRIL 14-22
nteractive, fun and educational
CGI SUMMER CAMP
got
summer
camp?
AUGUST
13-23
LAG B’OMER - MAY 18
hildren’s Services. Games!
Aug 4-29
riends! Services! Snacks!
SHAVUOT - JUNE 3-5
SEE PAGE 17

afe and secure environment!

SEE AD ON BACK COVER

For regular updates www.TheShul.net or facebook.com/theshulmi
These Classes Are Brought To You By The Emma Lazaroff Schaver Jewish Learning Institute
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Up

save
with over

150

offers each
week

How do I save?

Sign up at mperks.com

Clip digital coupons and select rewards
Just enter your mobile phone number
and PIN at checkout to redeem coupons
and earn toward rewards

signing up is easy — and free:
mperks.com

Non-Profit
U.S. Postage

PAID

Permit No. 79
Walled Lake, MI

Join us 24/6

 248.788.4000
 www.theshul.net
 www.mji.edu
www.facebook.com/TheShulmi
www.twitter.com/TheShul

December 4, 2013 • 5:30 p.m. • Free
• Lighting of the 24-foot
Detroit Menorah
• Live performance by
the 8th Day Band
• Complimentary hot soup
bar and other snacks

Campus Martius Detroit
For more information
about parking and other
event details, visit
www.menorahinthed.com
#MenorahInTheD

SPONSORED BY:

